
It fights for university transformation according to humanist parameters and values, which starts from
putting the human being as the central value. It doesn’t only stand for educational –information, but
expresses values, relations, organizing functioning, and the meaning of university its self again. It sets in
motion the university newspaper     open to all students, teachers, graduates and workers.
 Actions:

The Humanist Movement carries on its social transformation actions through ACTION FRONTS:
Their targets are to organize neighbors, co-workers and school fellows and so on….

To achieve the necessary changing to build an Human Universal Nation.

The Community for
human development

The Center of Culture prose to allow and
stimulate dialogue between cultures,
fights against discrimination  and
violence and propose  to bring the New
Humanism message to people into the
original countries . Legalizing in each
town a free association  with an office
and a publication.

Center of the Cultures

Humanist Party
It’s an action front dealing with politics. The Humanist Party stand for the well known document

“Universal Declaration of Human Rights” approved on December 10th 1948 by United
Nations.
It already exists legalized in  many country in the wold and it co-ordinates through
“Humanist International”. It stand for human rights into health, education and life quality.
Its deeds are:

proposing lows ( low about political responsibility), organizing people starting from
neighborhood, work sites, and so on… It organizes Secretariats at national and town level.

These  under described are
principal fronts of action
existing all over the world.
In any country exist or rise
other action fronts
according to place
requirements or interests
of people who are sharing
the humanism.
For instance women front,
young people front,
teachers front, physicians
front  and so on…

Info

The Humanist Clubs haven’t an institutional value, aren’t just like social-cultural clubs.
They rise from people who have the same attitude and global bearings in front of life,
discrimination, reciprocity and lack of ideological or religious prejudices.
Interest areas are: health, education human rights, no-discrimination, Ethnies and
Cultures science and technology, arts and popular expressions, religiosity, social
formations, alternative movements and economies.
Examples of clubs  all over the world:
“World Without Wars”, against war, “The Humanist
Economy Club”, devoted to alternative Economies,
the “CLUM” , The Humanist Multimedia Club, and
so on….

Humanist Clubs

They are offices which open in suburbs where
neighbors activities concentrate. Before
opening the office we activate humanist

publications carried out by shop-owners and
inhabitants of the neighborhood. A tool for

report, proposal and
information about

health ,

Humanist Comunication
Centers

a) Direct Democracy inside university.
b) Actualizing of studying plans  according to the upcoming

world.
c) Free studying in the whole.
d) Proposal of a humanist university pattern
e) Open and wide discussion about “what is established“ in this

sphere.

Humanist University Current

Human Support Federation
International Human Support Federation it’s a co-ordinal apparatus to find  and

transport materials to support campaigns about basic human rights,
as health and education, based on reciprocity of people sharing
them, to solve and make easier world beaurocratic  item
For transport and dealing  and finding ways to   finance the same
issues.
To this Federation can get in other associations who identifies
themselves with the same principals .

HUMANIST ACTION FRONTS

It’s a social-cultural institution which
promotes activities toward the most
discriminated areas, sensitizing public
opinion towards general problems  of both
people and society. It organizes courses,
seminars, congresses and training meetings to
skill its adherents , sympathizers and public generally speaking,
about: education, health, social communication, arts, science,
economy and ecology and spreads them by means of
conferences, publications and through communication media
(Radio and TV)


